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Abstract
Human users contribute to the spread of disinformation on Social Media. To reduce the spread, we apply
Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) Safeguarding, which penalises the sharing of disinformation. Using
the economic theory TCE positions Social Media platforms as free markets, in which actors are motivated
to protect their assets and peer reputation. We conducted a study exploring TCE Safeguarding as a market
correction mechanism to change the disinformation diffusion behaviour of users. Our findings show
that users will be less likely to post a comment and more likely to correct their previous disinformation
diffusion actions when TCE Safeguarding is applied. Focusing on Social Media as a market rather than
its individual components may provide a mechanism to address the "fake news" phenomenon.

Keywords: Transaction Cost Economics, disinformation, Fake news, economic models, Social Media.

1 Introduction

False and harmful messages (disinformation) on Social Media have repeatedly been shown to negatively
affect individuals, groups, organizations, and society (Schuetz, Sykes, and Venkatesh, 2021). In 2016,
two events, the Brexit referendum (Cadwalladr, 2017) and the outcome of the U.S. Presidential election
(Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017), brought attention to the real-world impact of disinformation on Social
Media, and its negative influence on democratic processes and institutions (Howard, 2018).
Most of the theoretical and applied responses to Social Media’s disinformation phenomenon have focused
on post hoc (after exposure) remediation such as fact-checking content (Vinhas and Bastos, 2022), tagging
of potential disinformation (Figl et al., 2019), and understanding Social Media user behaviour (Moravec,
Minas, and Dennis, 2019), including cognitive biases (Moravec, Kim, and Dennis, 2020) and cognitive
weaknesses (Horner et al., 2021). Much of the extant research focuses on the separate components of a
Social Media platform such as users (Nelson and Taneja, 2018), content (George, Gerhart, and Torres,
2021), algorithms and bots (Delgado et al., 2021), disinformation producers & creators (Kragh and Äsberg,
2017), points of origination (Chadwick, Vaccari, and O’Loughlin, 2018), and social network contagion
(Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018), with limited focus on the holistic operation of Social Media as a market.
Social Media promotes itself as the free market of ideas, where ideas and opinions are exchanged with
minimal oversight. This language evokes the idea of mercantile free markets where buyers and sellers
come to exchange goods and services. When mercantile markets fail or behave abnormally market
participants or governments intervene (e.g., EU’s Digital Services Act). In Social Media, the free market
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of ideas has seen failure or abnormality in the form of the disinformation phenomenon (NATO, 2017).
Despite attempts from governments (House of Commons Digital Media Sport Committee, 2019), Social
Media platforms (Ross et al., 2018; S. Wang, Pang, and Pavlou, 2021) and organizations (e.g. BBC Reality
Check), disinformation’s negative consequences disrupt the desired operation of Social Media.
In this paper, we investigate if the free market economic theory of Transaction Cost Economics (Williamson,
1987), particularly the Network Governance Safeguarding mechanism (Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti,
1997), could protect Social Media from disinformation and its diffusion. The research question addressed
is: How does TCE Safeguarding affect Social Media user’s willingness to spread disinformation?
Our experiment tested the effect of reputation ranking based on user’s previous behaviours including
user’s prior diffusion of disinformation. In this online study with 35 participants, we discovered that
the introduction of TCE Safeguarding in the form of reputation ranking did impact Social Media user
behaviour. Participants treated with TCE Safeguarding were less likely to post positive comments about
disinformation posts, and would undo prior actions which previously diffused disinformation. Treating
Social Media as an economic market provides new approaches to addressing the disinformation diffusion
problem.

2 Background

In this section we provide an overview of Social Media, online social networks, the "fake news" phe-
nomenon, the research to date on empowering users, and, an overview of TCE Safeguarding. We identify
humans as users with agency on Social Media, and actors in an economic market - a novel view of
disinformation diffusion on Social Media.

2.1 Social Media as an Online Social Network

Social Media is a specialised form of online social network (OSN) (Kane et al., 2014). Researchers use
social network analysis (SNA) to study online social networks (Borgatti and Foster, 2003). In SNA a
network is a set of actors (nodes) connected by a set of ties. Ties connect pairs of nodes and can be
directed, undirected, dichotomous, or valued. Nodes can be individuals, groups, or concepts. Researchers
focus on a 2x2 matrix typology (Table 1)(Borgatti and Foster, 2003). Our interest is in the diffusion axis
through contagion and environmental shaping.

Social Capital Diffusion (Social Homogenity)
Structure Structural Capital Environmental Shaping
Content Resource Access Contagion

Table 1. Typology of SNA Studies (Borgatti & Foster, 2003)

On Social Media, users are individual nodes in an online network. The ties they connect to other nodes
are largely defined and constrained by the Social Media platform. Users are impacted by the structure of
the network, network position, and shared content. Both factual and false information diffuses through
the network as a contagion process (Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018). The network structure results in
strengthening social homogenity (environmental shaping) because nodes are tightly coupled with many
ties (Kitchens, Johnson, and Gray, 2020). Environmental shaping of nodes has been labelled as "echo
chambers" and "filter bubbles", but these labels are inaccurate descriptors for environmental shaping
(see Bruns, 2021, Shore, Baek, and Dellarocas, 2018, and Törnberg, 2018 for a nuanced overview of the
labelling problem). Human users, whether active or passive, play a role in the diffusion of disinformation.
Some users because of their network position within Social Media (so-called "influencers") have greater
social capital than others (Kim and Dennis, 2019). However, all users have agency as a member of Social
Media.
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2.2 Fake News and Disinformation

The broader community uses the phrase "fake news" to refer to the phenomenon of false and harmful
information created, and diffused on Social Media platforms like Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter.
Researchers have various definitions of "fake news" although two highly cited articles suggest news in
the journalistic sense of news media and news form. Allcott and Gentzkow (2017) define "fake news" as
"news articles that are intentionally and verifiably false, and could mislead readers" (Allcott and Gentzkow,
2017 p.213) whereas Lazer et al. (2018) extends the definition to "fabricated information that mimics news
media content in form but not in organisational process or intent" (Lazer et al., 2018 pp.1094). We argue
that specific focus on news media omits other forms of false and/or harmful information such as rumor
(Simon et al., 2016), lying, deception, and knowledge hiding (Khan, Brohman, and Addas, 2021) and fails
to distinguish from comedy, parody, and satire (Garrett and Poulsen, 2019). Disinformation created and
diffused on Social Media has negative effects on individuals, groups, organizations, and nations (Lazer
et al., 2018), and have demonstrated successes in subverting and disrupting democracies (Howard, 2018).
Disinformation on Social Media contributes to polarisation (Schmidt et al., 2018), creating attitudes that
will not actively listen to opposing attitudes on a topic, and seek to remove opposing topic attitudes
(Lewandowsky, Ecker, and Cook, 2017). Social Media platforms attract, engage, and keep users by
learning what they like and don’t through extensive data collection (Matsakis, 2018), and provide Social
Media feeds that appeal to user’s biases, values, and existing topic attitudes (Kitchens, Johnson, and
Gray, 2020). Algorithms promote user accounts to follow that have a high degree of homogeneity on
thousands of issues of interest to users resulting in "in-group" attitude reinforcement, and lower tolerance
for opposing attitudes and beliefs (Bruns, 2021). For these reasons we will refer to the "fake news"
phenomenon as disinformation.

2.3 Social Media User Agency

Human users continue to create and diffuse disinformation on Social Media (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017).
Research has called for empowering individuals to improve individual evaluation of posts (Lazer et al.,
2018). However, much research focus is on user’s cognitive biases (Moravec, Kim, Dennis, and Minas,
2022) and cognitive weaknesses (Moravec, Minas, and Dennis, 2019), which sees users as victims with
limited accountability and responsibility. A number of post-exposure tools such as fact checking (Figl
et al., 2019) and AI identification of message veracity (Delgado et al., 2021) focus on content rather than
user empowerment. Correcting attitude change caused by disinformation is much harder than preventing
attitude change (Lewandowsky, Cook, et al., 2020). Social Media users have agency and a responsibility
to comply with Social Media Platforms’ terms of service. Currently users contribute consciously and
sometimes inadvertently to disinformation diffusion with minimal accountability and responsibility. For
example, users spread false information on a topic further, deeper and longer than factual information
on the same topic (Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018), and form online vigilante groups with negative
consequences (Simon et al., 2016) including the ’Pizzagate’ conspiracy theory (Hsu, 2017). All users
have agency in what they create, share, like, and comment on (Patel and Constantiou, 2020) with limited
mechanisms that reward good, and penalise poor behaviour. Attempts by Sine Weibo including "social
score" and forwarding restrictions (K. C. Ng, Tang, and Lee, 2021) rely on users and their biases and
weaknesses reporting other user’s incidents of harmful information. The same problem of user vigilante
and mob rule responses remain. Our research addresses two gaps in extant research: Social Media user
accountability and responsibility beyond the disinformation producer, and prevention strategies that
support user empowerment.
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2.4 Transaction Cost Economics Safeguarding

Transaction Cost Economics explains when a firm should take its asset to the market; enters into a hybrid
relationship (market and firm); or keeps asset production within the firm (Williamson, 1987). Originally
perceived as a bilateral exchange between the a vendor from the market and the firm, the theory has been
expanded to include Network Governance where a group of vendors from the market work with the firm in
the production of the asset (Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti, 1997). Network governance was first observed in
the movie industry where various vendors (catering, set construction, editors, production design, directors)
work together for the production of a movie (the asset). Today in a connected world, Network Governance
is commonplace in supply chain asset production where a client takes asset production to the market and
works with a number of vendors and participates as both client and vendor (Wever et al., 2012).
Sometimes, assets in the free market need protection from opportunistic behaviour exploiting an advantage
not open to all. This protection is known as Safeguarding, and is used to restore the market to normal
operation (Williamson, 1987). In TCE Network Governance, if one vendor under performs or violates the
informal contract, social mechanisms can be employed to protect the asset. The types of social mechanism
safeguards include: temporary restriction of access to the market; collective sanctions or boycotts of the
offending vendor; and, exclusion from current and future asset production based on past performance
(Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti, 1997). Reputation as a social mechanism safeguard in TCE Network
Governance depends on the user’s own past behaviour. The user’s interactions with other nodes in the
network, their collaboration, good citizenship, and cooperation is likely to establish a good reputation
and a high chance of participating in future networked market exchanges (Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti,
1997). If users are found to be uncooperative, poor citizens, and hostile, then their own past actions and
behaviour limit opportunities in the current and future marketplace. We decide to test reputation ranking
Safeguarding to see if it impacts user behaviour surrounding disinformation and its diffusion on Social
Media. TCE is a good fit for Social Media. TCE theory explicitly assumes irrational and opportunistic
behaviour of human actors and assumes that humans have bounded rationality—that is, not all decisions
and actions are rational—and they will behave opportunistically when possible to do so (Richter, Riemer,
and Vom Brocke, 2010). TCE’s two core assumptions (bounded rationality and opportunistic behaviour)
and the three dimensions (asset specificity, uncertainty and transaction frequency) have previously been
identified in Social Media in the context of corporate fan support (C. S.-P. Ng and E. T. Wang, 2019).
The novelty of our approach to the Social Media disinformation problem sees Social Media users as
participants in an economic market. Guided by TCE Safeguarding, we propose the following hypotheses:
H1a TCE Safeguarding reduces users sharing posts containing disinformation on Social Media.
H1b TCE Safeguarding reduces users ’Liking’ posts containing disinformation on Social Media.
H1c TCE Safeguarding reduces users commenting positively on posts containing disinformation on Social
Media.
We also want to know if users would undo their actions if they knew that their past behaviour had
negatively impacted their current reputation.
H2: TCE Safeguarding encourage users to undo actions that shared Social Media posts containing
disinformation.
We summarise our research model shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research Model.
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3 Method

To investigate the effect of TCE on user behaviour, we conducted an online experiment in which we
manipulated Social Media posts with reputation rankings and assessed participants’ commenting and
sharing behaviour.

Study Materials. We chose six topics of moderate to strong topic interest to our participants: Indigenous
affairs; Refugee Immigration; Climate Change; Housing Affordability; Welfare Payments; and Decrimi-
nalising personal Drug Use. We researched factual and false information on each of these topics using
government statutory websites, peer-reviewed information, and reputable fact-checking organizations such
as RMIT/ABC fact check; Reuters fact check; BBC Reality check; and CNN fact check. For each topic,
we manufactured one factual and three false posts containing disinformation. All posts were between
18-22 words in length to ensure the same cognitive effort was involved in reading the post (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Social Media post example used in our study.

Using https://thispersondoesnotexist.com we generated four Social Media avatars: two female and two
male. We modified our Facebook-like post to contain user reputation rankings based on a 0-10 point scale:
0-5 stars in half-star increments (Figure 2). We gave one female and one male a good reputation ranking
(4 stars or higher) and one female and one male a poor reputation ranking (2 stars or less) to neutralise the
effect of gender on participants’ perception. We then created a scripted recorded presentation to explain
the TCE Safeguarding using reputation ranking treatment. We used the movie industry example used in
Jones, Hesterly and Borgatti (Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti, 1997) to explain Network Governance TCE
Safeguarding. This example establishes reputation ranking based on past performance. The presentation
then explains how the reputation ranking will be applied to users on Social Media where prior diffusion
actions (share, like, comment) are evaluated (Figure 3) to derive a current reputation ranking.

Figure 3. Explaining TCE Safeguarding Reputation

Explicitly if that user had contributed to the creation, production, or diffusion of false, harmful, or false
and harmful information, their current reputation ranking would be lower; if they had not participated in
any harmful or false information, their reputation ranking would remain as it is or improve (Figure 4).
The control presentation was a four-minute promotional video about our University.
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Figure 4. Explaining downgrade in reputation ranking. Original (left) recalculated downgraded score
(right).

Study Design. Registered participants completed a pre-study survey measuring their interest in a range
of topics. We built the survey using the Qualtrics platform, hosted by the University of Melbourne. Our
pre-treatment posts were chosen from two topics for a total of eight posts (two factual, six disinformation).
We randomly divided participants into treatment and control groups. After the treatment/control the
remaining 4 topics (16 posts: 4 factual and 12 disinformation) were viewed. Both pre- and post-treatment
posts were randomised to eliminate order effect. Each post was in its own Qualtrics block which included
a timing block and asked four questions: I) How interested are you in this topic?; II) How likely are you to
share this Social Media post?; III) How likely are you to like this Social Media post?; and IV) How likely
are you to post a favourable comment? Participants could respond on a 7-point scale (1 Extremely Unlikely
- 7 Extremely Likely). Lastly, they were asked if they would undo their actions if they were informed that
they had previously shared false or misleading information and if their undo action was determined by
topic interest. All factual posts served as pre-/post-control, as our interest is disinformation diffusion. After
completing the experiment, participants viewed the debriefing pack which provided information on all
posts to confirm facts and debunk disinformation. We had a distress protocol which included counselling
and support information, including the contact details of the lead researchers. Participants who completed
the study went into a draw to win one of five gift vouchers for $100.
Participants. We invited 118 participants through University of Melbourne’s electronic newsletters,
and recruitment posters placed on community noticeboards at supermarkets near the University campus.
Participants had to be over 18 years of age and actively use Social Media. Of the 118 participants invited
to participate in the study, 43 started and 35 completed the survey. The majority of participants were
women (60%), and one participant identified as non-binary. 11% of participants were below 25 years of
age, 83% were between 25 and 64, and 6% were over the age of 65. Of the participants who completed
the survey, 31% held a bachelor’s degree and 54% held a master’s or doctorate. 20% of participants used
Social Media hourly, and 74% used Social Media daily. When asked about what purposes they used Social
Media, 74% nominated entertainment, 74% social contact, 69% information seeking and 23% excitement
seeking, 4% nominated other reasons such as self-promotion, work, ’laughs’, and boredom.

4 Results

In this section, we report our results with regard to different hypotheses derived from the research question.
After removing incomplete study responses we conducted an ANOVA of results using the R statistical
package. Hypothesis 1 tested if TCE Safeguarding had any effect on diffusion behaviour. Hypothesis 1A
tested if TCE Safeguarding reduced the likelihood of a user sharing a post containing disinformation.
There was a minor change in diffusion behaviour (-0.15 in likelihood to share) (Table 2) but not statistically
significant. H1A was not supported (Figure 5a).
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Figure 5. Summary of results. Top (left to right) Likelihood to Share (Fig. 5a), Like (Fig. 5b), Bottom
(left to right) Comment Positively (Fig. 5c) and Undo previous disinformation (Fig. 5d)

Hypothesis 1B tested if TCE Safeguarding would reduce the likelihood of liking a post containing
disinformation. There was a minor change in diffusion behaviour (-0.11 in likelihood to ’Like’) (Table 2),
but it was not statistically significant. H1B was not supported (Figure 5b). Hypothesis 1C tested if TCE
Safeguarding reduced the likelihood users would comment favourably on a post containing disinformation.
Again, there was a minor yet statistically insignificant change in behaviour (-0.33 in likelihood to share, p
= 0.1033 using Wilcoxon rank sum test) (Table 2). Hypothesis 1C was not supported (Figure 5c).

Control Pre Control Post TCE Pre TCE Post
Share M=1.66 (SD=1.39) M=1.62 (SD=1.44) M=1.82 (SD=1.43) M=1.67 (SD=1.30)
Like M=1.70 (SD=1.46) M=1.61 (SD=1.41) M=1.92 (SD=1.59) M=1.81 (SD=1.54)
Pos Comment M=1.69 (SD=1.45) M=1.52 (SD=1.30) M=1.76 (SD=1.41) M=1.43 (SD=1.12)

Table 2. Median change in participant diffusion behaviour (Likert scale 1 Unlikely - 7 LIkely)

H2 - the second hypothesis tested if users would undo a diffusion action (share, like, comment) on a post
that was identified as disinformation and would negatively impact their reputation. The TCE safeguard
group of participants would undo their diffusion behaviour to a greater degree than those in the control
group. The TCE median was "slightly likely" mean = 5.06 (SD = 1.44) , the Control mean = 4 (SD = 2.08)
with p<0.001 using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Hypothesis 2 was supported (Figure 5d).

5 Discussion

This study used TCE Safeguarding, an economic theory, to test whether we could alter users’ disinfor-
mation diffusion behaviour. We found that the use of TCE Safeguarding, using reputation ranking based
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on past performance, affected some diffusion behaviour but not all. Our research question was partially
answered in the positive and partially answered in the negative: Participants who received the TCE
Safeguarding treatment were less likely to comment positively on disinformation posts. However, other
diffusion actions, including sharing (network contagion), did not change. TCE Safeguarding participants
would undo their previous actions that diffused disinformation to protect their reputation ranking. Prior
research has encountered reluctance to engage with posts (Figl et al., 2019), and a strong affinity with
reputation and status affecting diffusion (Havakhor, Soror, and Sabherwal, 2018) demonstrating principles
of social validation and consistency (Cialdini, 2001). We believe our participants demonstrate "lurking"
behaviour (Hong, Hu, and Zhao, 2023) preferring to observe but not engage despite moderate to strong
topic interest. Early research into "lurking" behaviour suggests users will only engage with Social Media
accounts they are familiar with and trust. This further supports the idea of Social Media as a market, where
market participants are correcting behaviours to market malfunctions. Our study contributes to research
into both disinformation diffusion on Social Media and Social Media user behaviour by demonstrating
that economic models like TCE and TCE’s market correction mechanism—Safeguarding—can be used to
address the "fake news" phenomenon. Our study’s novelty is to take a holistic view of Social Media as
an economic model and not focus on individual components: users, content, origination, diffusion, and
disinformation identification. Thus, we position Social Media’s disinformation problem as an economic
market malfunction. The contribution to practice is that user accountability and responsibility mechanisms
in the design of Social Media can be done in ways that do not restrict freedom of expression nor rely on
community reporting. The introduction of accountability measures for behaviours such as disinformation
should be explored to address the self acknowledged problem with Social Media. Our study provides first
insights into the effects of TCE Safeguarding using reputation star ratings on sharing behaviour. Future
work will look into algorithms to calculate and update users’ reputations, including different weights
according to factors, such as recency and spread of individual posts. Despite a limited sample size, we
saw effects in changing user behaviour in commenting, and users electing to undo previous actions that
could affect current and future reputations. A larger sample size and a field trial of an actual Social Media
service should be conducted to further assess the generalizability of our findings.

5.1 Conclusion

This study addresses the disinformation problem by focusing on Social Media platforms as an economic
market and not by focusing on the individual components of that market. There are a number of limitations
to this study. Despite the findings, the sample size of participants (N=35) limits the gerneralizability and a
repetition of the study with a larger sample size (n=350 - 500 participants) could confirm the findings. The
introduction of post survey qualitative approaches such as a structured interview may shed knowledge
on "lurking" motivations. Second, the proposed algorithmic model to derive the reputation ranking can
be gamed, and users are wary of algorithms (Kießling, Figl, and Remus, 2021). Third, marionette, and
bot disinformation accounts continually evolve and respond and could achieve a reputation ranking.
Future research could also investigate other Safeguarding mechanisms (temporary suspension, collective
sanctions) within Transaction Cost Economics and other market economic theories, such as Incentive
Alignment and Agency Theory as models to address disinformation on Social Media. Seeing the problem
as a market malfunction with bad faith actors allows us to apply TCE—an economic market theory—to
correct the market malfunction and protect the asset—factual information on Social Media—from bad
faith actors.
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